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Abstract 
 PT Garuda Indonesia, Tbk is the largest airline in Indonesia when it is categorized from its flying 
scope and number of passengers carried each year. This study aimed to design proposed improvements to 
improve the performance of ground handling process, especially for baggage 
handling, passenger handling, and aircraft interior cleaning activities. Improving efficiency of these 
operations was one of the efforts that could be done to realize PT Garuda Indonesia , 
which strives to provide excellent service to its passengers. 
 
 In this study, observations of nearly all of the existing activities in the process of baggage handling, 
passenger handling, and aircraft interior cleaning activities at PT Garuda Indonesia were executed. Data 
collection was carried out by direct observation through interviews, as well as measuring time using 
stopwatch, and various manual distance measurements. The results were then analyzed, followed by 
clustering existing activities into the category of value-added activity, avoidable non-value added activity, 
unavoidable non-value added activity. Based on the categories that had been made, then analysis of the 
causes of the emergence of various activities that did not add value to the company was conducted. The 
methods used to analyze these various causes were 5Why, 5W1H, and fishbone diagrams. After knowing 
the causes of various activities that did not add value to the process, then proposals for improvements that 
could be used by PT Garuda Indonesia were ready to be made. 
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1. Introduction 
Lean manufacturing principles are now ready to be transformed and applied into service organizations.  
One of them is in aviation. The aviation industries continue to face significant competitive, therefore they 
have been doing endeavour in improving brand awareness owards product 
s of  performance 
concerns On Time Performance (OTP) rate.  
One of the efforts that can be implemented to attain high OTP rate is by upgrading the performance of 
ground handling processes. Ground handling, as we know, consists of so many activities; such as 
catering, interior cleaning, fueling, maintenance, passenger handling, baggage handling, and others. This 
research was focused on interior cleaning, passenger handling, and baggage handling activities as they 
constitute critical paths in a whole ground handling processes. 
Baggage handling is a critical activity that determines the length of ground handling 
process. In addition, this activity is also one of the parameters that determine customer  satisfaction on 
an airline (Bowen & Headly, 2011). Baggage handling activities also have a large role in determining an 
airline's image in the eyes of its customers, because it is directly responsible for the completeness and also 
the condition of luggage. 
Aircraft interior cleaning, as one of the ground handling procedure, also plays an important issue 
related to the  OTP. Interior cleaning process only can be done when all passangers and cabin 
crews have disembarked from airplane. Throughout the ground time standard for Narrow body aircraft, 
which has 40 minutes time length, the cleaning process should be done in minutes 10th to 20th; while 
cleaning process starting time is so dependent on the duration of previous ground handling process. It is 
usually out of company  control such unpredictable conditions like passenger disembark, unloading 
cabin baggage by passenger, security check duration, and not to mention, previous flight delay. If these 
conditions occur, transit ground time for the next flight has to be reduced in order to avoid ongoing delay. 
These are the reasons why aircraft interior cleaning activity is categorized as critical process.  
Despite cleaning, in an attempt to realize the and value, customer centricity has to be 
one of the main focus to obtain customers  satisfaction and loyality. Almost every activity done in the 
airport concerns with passengers, such as security check, check in, and boarding. This whole process is 
called passenger handling process.               
 
2. Research Methodology 
This research started at collecting data of the whole ground handling process by direct observation and 
interviewing stakeholders. In order to sistematically understand the existing conditions of baggage 
Fig. 1. Research Methodology Diagram 
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handling, passenger handling, and aircraft interior cleaning activities as a part of whole ground handling 
process, the team used service blueprint and flow chart to clarify the target systems. Shostack (1984) 
create or manage services. All of the key activities in a service industries can be mapped with this tool, 
such as interaction among activities, physical evidence, waiting times, and points of failure (Shostack, 
1984). Service blueprint can not only map the on stage / visible contanct actions, but also the backstage 
and supporting activities.  
After figuring the big picture map with the tools described above, the next step was making the 
detailed activities of each process in baggage handling, passenger handling, and aircraft interior cleaning. 
In an effort to gain the more in-depth understanding about the baggage handling activity, tools such as 
crossfunctional flowchart and spaghetti diagram were used to picture the existing condition more detailed. 
Crossfunctional flowchart was used because of its capability to inform work elements and their 
sequences, the time consumed of each element, and also entities involved in each work element. While 
spaghetti diagram was used because of ling work 
flows.  
The current state condition of passenger handling activity was described in more detailed way using 
the consumption map and provision map. Consumption map was used in mapping the processes from 
 the provision map was used to map the figuring provision/provider point 
of view. After the consumption and provision maps containing stakeholder  steps list and time consumed 
had been gained, then the entire value stream map could be made to show the interaction between 
customer and service provider. Path of human movements were also traced in spaghetti diagram to 
understand the  
On the other hand, detailed processes of aircraft interior cleaning were mapped using the Process 
Activity Map. This kind of map can identify productivity opportunities for both physical product flows 
and information flows by mapping out every single step of activity that occurs throughout processes 
(Hines & Tailor, 2000). It also recognizes the processes with high correlation in certain wastes such as 
waiting, transportation, inappropriate processing, and unnecessary motions (Hines & Rich, 2011). 
The collected data then analysed by clustering the current activities into the categories of value 
creating time activity and non-value creating time activity using the value assesment table. The table 
could show clearly which activity that need improvement. 
After identifying work elements that did not provide added value to the activities of baggage handling, 
passenger handling, and aircraft interior cleaning; then the more in-depth analysis on the problem of the 
emergence of elements that did not provide added value could be conducted next. Tools that were used to 
analyze the problem root cause were 5Why and / or fishbone diagram; while 5W1H was used to provide a 
broader knowledge about the existing problems. 
When the problems were clearly defined, then proposed improvements could be figured out next. 
Tools that were used to create the performance improvement suggestions were 
such as heijunka, poka yoke, etc. Those principles were matched with the corresponding existing 
problems. 
The research resulted in solutions that could improve processes in baggage handling, passenger 
handling, or aircraft interior cleaning. The examples of solutions which are related to visual management 
and transfer information are listed below : 
 Created announcement board in the front of security check point that informed passenger to 
prepare their ID cards and tickets before entering the waiting line. 
 Created announcement board in the front of the check-in counter to give passenger 
acknowledgement about airport tax that they should pay. 
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 Created information board before check-in area to give passenger awareness about the 
location of each kind of check-in counter.  
 Created information board that displayed boarding priority in the boarding lounge to reduce 
waiting line when passenger enter the airplane. 
 Created a visual form of notification to the passengers to put their entire luggage into the x-
ray machines so that additional investigation activities did not need to be done anymore. This 
will eventually be able to give time saving to the service. 
 Redesigned and resized design and letter 
Rule and poka yoke rule.  
The improvements given are also related to business processes. Those proposed 
solutions are: 
 Added an additional baggage check -in activity, in order 
to avoid additional check-in activities that could happen in the boarding area. 
 Redesigned and standardized the whole processes of cabin cleaning using the motion study 
principles in order to make those processes to be more effective and efficient. By applying 
this approach, the revised procedure can be made.  
Furthermore, the analysis of non-value added activities is also conducted to gain other solutions which 
are related to storage: 
 Redesigned 
storage for airsickness bag and towel. It can make the cleaning process aesier and reduce the 
whole aircraft interior cleaning time. 
 Stored the trash bag in a standard positions as the aircraft cabin cleaning had been carried out. 
 Redesigned the baggage sort area using the principles of 5S by adding some special area for 
the unsorted  
Additional results that have been made also using the lean principles are: 
 Heijunka; by b
  
 Lay-out Revision; such as boarding lounge rearrangement to support boarding priority of the 
passenger when entering embarkation gate. 
 Information system design; by clearing up the web user interface about the maximum size of 
s allowed for passenger to avoid excess baggage.  
 
After the improvement suggestions were developed, then the future state map could be created next in 
order to compare the existing condition with the proposed condition, so the differences could be seen 
clearly. The future state maps used were basically the same as the maps used for the current state, but 
there were differences at the work elements that were involved.  
 
3. Conclusions and Future Works 
 Based on the analyses that had been made to the existing conditions, suggestions to improve the 
performance of baggage handling, passenger handling, and aircraft interior cleaning could be made; with 
the lean principals as the references. Then, future state maps could be drawn. There would be some 
differences between the current state maps and the future state maps, considering the alternatives of 
suggestions that had been made. There were some assumptions used in the future state maps, because it 
was almost impossible to differences on the airport environment for just some research purposes. Thus, 
the suggestions made had to be simple but very applicable. 
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For the baggage handling activity, based on the suggestions that have been made, there would be 7 
work elements that would be reduced, from 36 work elements in total to 27 work elements. There was 
also a time reduction as much as 15 to 16 minutes. Percentage of value added activity also increased from 
13% to 18%. 
Whereas, through the implementation of those solutions, the percentage of parts of the passenger 
handling processes that were adding value for the customer and provider are described below : 
 
Process Entity % Value creating 
Current Future 
Security Check 1 Customer 33% 53% 
Provider 61% 85% 
Check-in Customer 15% 23% 
Provider 35% 100% 
Boarding Customer 18% 14% 
Provider 5% 61% 
 
For the aircraft interior cleaning activity, with the future Process Activity Map that had been made, 
wastes such as duplicaton and inappropriate processing were reduced. These implementations were 
estimated to increase value creating processes as much as 7%-8%.   
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